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Integrating Vector Graphics in a Mobile Application Framework

Elin Olsson

This project was performed for the company Golden Gekko (GG), at their development department in
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Golden Gekko is a mobile phone application development company. They
have created a framework to build their applications upon, referred to as GG Mobile Media Engine. GG
Mobile Media Engine is java based.
The main objective of this thesis was to investigate adding vector graphics features to GG Mobile Media
Engine and how this could extend the graphical capabilities of the framework. The intention was to
make improvements within the areas: scalability, shapes, images, text and fonts, animation, anti aliasing
and gradient colors.
The investigation was performed through literature studies, analysis of GG Mobile Media Engine,
system design, implementation and evaluation.
Vector graphics features were successfully added to the framework using the TinyLine 2D API. The
implementation resulted in improvements within some of the desired areas and can be seen as a first step
in a transition to using vector graphics in combination with GG Mobile Media Engine. But further work
has to be done, the implementation is not perfect or ideal and more extensive testing has to be done to
fully investigate problems and restrictions of the result.

Vector Graphics, TinyLine, Mobile Phone
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

The introduction forms a basis for the rest of the thesis. It starts with some background 

information and continues with the aim of the project, further problem description and the 

motivation for investigating the area of mobile vector graphics. The methods used during 

the work of this project are introduced and finally the outline of this thesis. 

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

There is a wide range of mobile phone vendors and phone models in the market today 

and mobile phone features and hardware are fields in rapid progress. There is a quantity 

of Operating Systems (OSs), development environments and platforms available for 

application development. But despite all that mobile phones are still relatively resource 

limited devices compared to e.g. Personal Computers (PC). 

Variations and restrictions in hardware and software are some of the basic challenges in 

mobile phone application development. Developers are forced to either make different 

versions of their applications for different phone models or to make the applications 

general enough to run on a wide range of phones. The choice of course depends on the 

circumstances e.g. the type of application, the number of target phones and the hard- and 

software variations within the target phone segment. Making different versions of 

applications might entail a good deal of work for some applications especially concerning 

maintenance and updates. Instead of cutting down on functionality and making 

applications simple enough to be compatible with a large segment of phones, they may be 

designed to adjust to the device their running on. 

Golden Gekko is a mobile phone application development company. They have 

developed a mobile phone application framework referred to as GG Mobile Media 

Engine that they build their applications upon. The objective of the framework is to 

enable offering of rapid and inexpensive application implementations to their customers. 

The framework includes features for adjusting the application to the device it is currently 

running on. This makes applications build upon it compatible with a large segment of 

devices. GG Mobile Media Engine is a java based platform. 

1.21.21.21.2 AimAimAimAim    

The aim of this thesis changed considerably during the beginning of the investigation. 

Initially the intention was to design and implement an end-user application in cooperation 

with a company that was going to offer the product to their customers. The basic idea was 
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to investigate the Tamagotchi concept, apply it to mobile phone applications and use it to 

help people learn things. The ambition was that the end result would be some kind of 

virtual coach. 

The basic idea was to further evolve the concept through an iterated development cycle 

with continuous feedback from the partner company. But the basic conditions changed 

when they were no longer interested in the collaboration and with this the project felt less 

meaningful and interesting. 

The research and analysis of the mobile coach concept raised thoughts about what 

graphical components would be desired for this kind of application. The graphical user 

interface (GUI) would probably play an important role in making this kind of application 

amusing. But the concept of making general applications is hard to combine with 

graphically heavy user interfaces. 

The mobile framework provides support for a range of graphical components and 

optional components can be added for specific applications. But restrictions on the device 

hardware affect, to what extent these can be used. For example the framework provides 

features for adding pictures, but adding several pictures might require more memory than 

are available on the target phones. The question at issue evolved into the following. How 

can the framework be extended to enable making applications built upon it more 

graphically heavy and still runable on the target devices? 

Golden Gekko had earlier casually discussed investigating vector graphics and how this 

technique could be applied to mobile phone applications. Since vector graphics could be 

the answer to the question above, this subject was chosen as the foundation of the 

investigation and the project was delimited to examining the question at issue from this 

aspect only. 

Finally the aim could be formulated as following. Find out more about vector graphics, 

how this technique can be applied to mobile devices, how it can be integrated with GG 

Mobile Media Engine and how adding vector graphics to the framework will render the 

possibility of making more graphically heavy and advanced applications still runable on 

the target devices. 

1.31.31.31.3 Problem DescriptionProblem DescriptionProblem DescriptionProblem Description    

This section describes examples of graphical components and features that would be 

desirable to add or improve in the framework. 

1.3.11.3.11.3.11.3.1 ScalabilityScalabilityScalabilityScalability    

Scaling of GUIs in mobile java applications is possible to a certain extent. The 

programmer can catch the width and height of the current device display and use it to 
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adapt the size of the graphical components of the GUI to this size. This is done in GG 

Mobile Media Engine. But it is desirable to simplify the adaptation of GUIs to the screen 

size and aspect ratio of the current device. 

1.3.21.3.21.3.21.3.2 ShapesShapesShapesShapes    

The java environment for mobile applications provides a graphical library including some 

graphical primitives e.g. circles, rectangles and lines. But creating more complicated 

shapes requires a lot of effort. 

1.3.31.3.31.3.31.3.3 ImagesImagesImagesImages    

Images in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format are supported by mobile java 

applications. But they cannot be scaled from the application. This is a problem since there 

is a wide variation in screen resolution of mobile phones in the market. To solve this 

problem images have to be provided in different versions for different screen resolutions. 

GG Mobile Media Engine applications are made general enough to suit a wide range of 

screen sizes and only come in tree versions. But it would be desirable to be able to adjust 

the images sizes to the screen resolution of the device the application is currently running 

on and in that way use the same version for all phone models. Increasing the adjustability 

of the GUIs would also make them more user-friendly and aesthetically pleasing. 

The number of images that can be used in an application is restricted by the memory 

capacity. This is particularly a problem when making general applications that also have 

to be runable on low memory devices. 

1.3.41.3.41.3.41.3.4 Text and Text and Text and Text and FontsFontsFontsFonts    

Using system fonts in mobile phone applications involves some challenges and 

restrictions. There is no possibility to use different fonts or to specify the exact font size. 

Fonts are usually available in three sizes and these vary for different devices. Using one 

font size might look good on one device but not on another.  

1.3.51.3.51.3.51.3.5 AnimationAnimationAnimationAnimation    

Animations can be added to GG Mobile Media applications using the animation features 

provided by the Java environment, but these are relatively restricted. All animations are 

sprite animations which means that each frame of the animation have to be saved as a 

separate image. As described above this is a problem since the memory capacity is 

restricted.  
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1.3.61.3.61.3.61.3.6 Anti AAnti AAnti AAnti Aliasingliasingliasingliasing    

Anti aliasing is not provided in GG Mobile Media Engine but would be a desirable 

feature. 

1.3.71.3.71.3.71.3.7 GradientGradientGradientGradient Colors Colors Colors Colors    

Support for gradient colors is implemented in GG Mobile Media Engine but the 

implementation is complex and the result fairly good. 

1.41.41.41.4 MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation    

Improvements in mobile device hardware have opened up for more complex and 

graphically heavy applications. But the fast development also causes a large variation in 

hardware among mobile devices in use, which is a problem for the software developers. 

Mobile phone technology will likely continue to advance in the future with the growing 

demand for devices and related services. Mobile phones seem to evolve more and more 

into multimedia units.  

Vector graphics is well suitable for mobile phone applications because of its scalability 

features. Many problems associated with designing applications that is compatible with a 

wide range of screen resolutions could be solved using this technique. Vector graphics 

could be a way of increasing the graphical possibilities in designing application GUIs 

without exceeding the memory limits of the devices. Applying vector graphics to mobile 

phone application development is therefore an interesting area of research. 

1.51.51.51.5 MethodMethodMethodMethodologyologyologyology    

The work presented in this thesis could be divided into the following steps. 

1.5.11.5.11.5.11.5.1 Literature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature Review    

The literature review involved investigating the areas; Mobile Phone Application 

Development, Mobile Java Programming, Tamagotchi and Vector Graphics. The area of 

Mobile Phone Application Development can be further divided into development areas, 

OSs, development environments, platforms and hardware. 
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1.5.21.5.21.5.21.5.2 Learn About Learn About Learn About Learn About Mobile Java ProgrammingMobile Java ProgrammingMobile Java ProgrammingMobile Java Programming a a a and GG Mobile Media nd GG Mobile Media nd GG Mobile Media nd GG Mobile Media 
EngineEngineEngineEngine    

In this part of the project code examples where studied and implementation of test 

applications were performed with the intent to learn about mobile java programming and 

how to build applications upon the framework.  

1.5.31.5.31.5.31.5.3 Selection of Selection of Selection of Selection of Application Programming Interface (API)Application Programming Interface (API)Application Programming Interface (API)Application Programming Interface (API)    

In order to be able to find a suitable way to integrate vector graphics with the framework 

the selection of available APIs were investigated. 

1.5.41.5.41.5.41.5.4 DesignDesignDesignDesign    

This step involved designing the system and code structure for the extended version of 

the mobile framework. 

1.5.51.5.51.5.51.5.5 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation    

The vector graphics functionality was implemented into the framework according to the 

design made in the previous step. 

1.5.61.5.61.5.61.5.6 EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation    

The result was evaluated and propositions of future work were made. 

1.61.61.61.6 OutlineOutlineOutlineOutline    

The structure of this thesis is made in an attempt to make it perspicuous. The thesis is 

divided into chapters represented in a logical sequence. This chapter introduced the 

intention of this project and will form a basis for the rest of the thesis. The remaining 

chapters and information about their contents are presented below. 

1.6.11.6.11.6.11.6.1 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 2222    

Chapter 2 is a presentation of the company where this thesis was performed. It involves 

information about the organization, the history of the company and their work and 

products.  
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1.6.21.6.21.6.21.6.2 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 3333    

This chapter presents an overview of mobile device hardware and software. The intention 

of this section is to introduce the basic conditions, variations and problems in the area of 

mobile phone application development. 

1.6.31.6.31.6.31.6.3 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 4444    

This chapter introduces mobile java programming. It describes the architecture of the 

mobile java platform and building applications upon it. Its intention is to give the reader 

enough basic knowledge about mobile java programming to be able to understand the 

structure of GG Mobile Media Engine and the system structure design of the 

implementation presented in chapter 6. Readers already familiar with this area can skip 

this section and go directly to chapter 5. 

1.6.41.6.41.6.41.6.4 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 5555    

Chapter 6 explains the vector graphics technology and its application to mobile phones. It 

also presents vector graphics formats and APIs and phones with built in support for 

vector graphics. 

1.6.51.6.51.6.51.6.5 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 6666    

This chapter describes the workflow of the implementation of vector graphic capabilities 

in GG Mobile Media Engine. It starts with a description of the development environment. 

The architecture of the framework and the used vector graphics API is presented. Finally 

the design of the implementation is described. The chapter also contains a section 

describing how font files were converted to vector graphic descriptions for use within the 

framework. 

1.6.61.6.61.6.61.6.6 Chapter Chapter Chapter Chapter 7777    

Chapter 7 ends this thesis by summing up the results of the project and suggesting future 

work that can be done to further improve the vector graphics capabilities of the 

framework. The results are discussed on the basis of the intention of the investigation.  
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2222 Company DescriptionCompany DescriptionCompany DescriptionCompany Description    

This chapter is a presentation of the company where this thesis project was performed.  

2.12.12.12.1 Golden GekkoGolden GekkoGolden GekkoGolden Gekko    

Golden Gekko is a mobile phone application development company founded in London 

in 2005. The founders have a long experience in the mobile content industry and of 

research in software development methods. It is an expanding company, at present with 

offices located in three countries: England, Sweden and Cambodia. The company is 

privately funded by the Jersey Jern Fund (JJF) and OLDA. The Golden Gekko logotype 

is shown in Figure 1. 

Golden Gekko collaborates with carriers, handset manufacturers, content aggregators and 

mobile application developers throughout the world. Their customers are predominantly 

European companies. The development department is located in Asia but sales, operation 

and administration centers are situated in Europe to deliver local support. 

2.22.22.22.2 ProductsProductsProductsProducts    

Applications developed by Golden Gekko are built upon the GG Mobile Media Engine, 

also created by the company. This enables rapid and inexpensive implementations of new 

applications. Customers are only charged for the license fee and the amount of work 

required for implementing the specific application based on the existing platform. 

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 GG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media Engine    

GG Mobile Media Engine is a platform for development of mobile phone applications. It 

was designed to enable fast development of applications compatible with a wide range of 

mobile devices. Today it is tested and certified to work on more than 500 Java enabled 

mobile phones, and more devices are being added daily. 

The framework provides a ready structure to build applications upon and a number of 

graphical components that can be modified and added to the applications. Textboxes and 

menus are some examples of components. The platform automatically adjusts the 

graphics according to the properties of the device e.g. screen resolution and the 

navigation to be suitable for the keypad. It also includes functionality for handling events, 
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screen updates, network connectivity, multiple languages, etc. that simplifies the 

programmers work. 

GG Mobile Media Engine is implemented in Java and running applications built upon the 

framework require the device to support java. This is the case for almost all mobile 

phones available today. 

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 GG Mobile Media ServerGG Mobile Media ServerGG Mobile Media ServerGG Mobile Media Server    

GG Mobile Media Server supports the Mobile Media Engine with network connectivity 

and downloading capabilities including content repository for external feeds, server side 

content storage, image processing, mobile application provisioning to handsets, Wireless 

Application Protocol (WAP) push capability to initiate download to handset, content 

management interface, usage monitoring and statistics, secure encryption of network 

communication and customer care tool. The server is based on open standards such as 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and OMA OTA, which makes it easy to integrate 

with. It is designed to handle millions of clients and optimized to deliver content and 

applications quickly over the mobile network.  

 

Figure 1: Golden Gekko Logotype. 
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3333 Mobile Mobile Mobile Mobile Device Hardware and SoftwareDevice Hardware and SoftwareDevice Hardware and SoftwareDevice Hardware and Software    

This chapter presents an overview of mobile device hardware and software.  

3.13.13.13.1 Application Application Application Application Development AreasDevelopment AreasDevelopment AreasDevelopment Areas    

Development for mobile platforms can be divided into three areas; Short Message 

Service (SMS) / Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), Web Applications and Mobile 

Applications. It is assumed readers are familiar with the first area but the two last ones 

are described below to point out the difference between them. 

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 Web ApplicatWeb ApplicatWeb ApplicatWeb Applicationsionsionsions    

Web applications run from a server and are displayed on mobile devices using internet 

connectivity.  

Wireless Markup Language (WML) is a programming language for development of web 

applications for mobile phones. It is a tag-based language used in WAP, evolved from 

Openwave Systems Handheld Device Markup Language (HDML). (Pasthtan, 2005) 

WAP is an open international standard for applications using wireless communication. A 

WAP browser is designed to provide the basic features of a desktop web browser but is 

adapted to the restrictions of a mobile device. It is independent of device and air interface 

and runs over all major wireless networks. (Pasthtan, 2005) 

Simultaneously with the introduction of WAP on the market, the Japanese company NTT 

DoCoMo developed a programming language similar to WML called iMode. iMode 

ended up being more successful and the WAP Forum later converged WML and iMode 

features into a new language referred to as eXtensible HTML – Mobile Profile (XHTML-

MP). XHTML-MP is a streamlined version of HTML for small screen displays. 

(Pasthtan, 2005) 

Several other server side languages such as Java Server Pages (JSP), Perl, PHP: 

Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) and Active Server Pages (ASP) can be used to generate 

WAP output. Microsoft also recently introduced an extension to ASP.NET Framework, 

which abstracts the WML from the developer and automatically generates the most 

suitable output for the device used, (Pasthtan, 2005). 
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3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 Mobile ApplicationsMobile ApplicationsMobile ApplicationsMobile Applications    

A mobile application unlike a web application is installed on the mobile device. It uses 

the memory and/or disk space of the device to perform tasks and can access device 

specific functionality.  

Mobile application developers face considerable challenges posed by the variation of 

hardware and software in mobile phones. There is a wide range of platforms available 

based on different OSs, all supporting different programming languages. Some of the 

major options are presented in the following sections. 

3.23.23.23.2 Operating SystemsOperating SystemsOperating SystemsOperating Systems    

The OS of a mobile phone controls the hardware of the device in order to allow users and 

application developers to make use of it. Some of the most common OSs are introduced 

below. 

3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 Symbian OSSymbian OSSymbian OSSymbian OS    

Symbian OS is the market leading OS for mobile phones, with 67 % share of the smart 

phone market (Canalys 2006). The OS is developed by the company Symbian Limited 

owned by Nokia 47.9%, Ericsson 15.6%, Sony Ericsson 13.1%, Panasonic 10.5%, 

Siemens 8.4% and Samsung 4.5% (Symbian, 2006a). It exists in several versions. 

Symbian OS version 9.3 is the latest released one (Symbian, 2006b). 

C++ is the native language of the Symbian OS, but the OS also supports Java which runs 

on top of the OS layer. The latest versions support Java 2 Mobile Edition (J2ME) with 

the (Connected Limited Device Configuration) CLDC 1.1 configuration and the Mobile 

Information Device Profile (MIDP) 2.0 profile (Symbian, 2006b). 

3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2 Windows CEWindows CEWindows CEWindows CE    

Microsoft provides a group of platforms for mobile devices based on different versions of 

the OS Windows CE. Windows CE is a variation of Microsoft’s Windows OS for small 

devices and embedded systems (Farlex). Microsoft is the second leading company on the 

smart phone OS market having 15 % of the market share (Canalys 2006). 

3.2.33.2.33.2.33.2.3 Blackberry OSBlackberry OSBlackberry OSBlackberry OS    

Blackberry OS is developed by the Ontario based company Research In Motion (RIM) 

and launched in 1999. The latest version Blackberry OS 4 provides a subset of the MIDP 

2.0 profile and allows wireless activation and synchronization with Microsoft Exchange 
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Server’s e-mail, calendar, tasks, notes and contacts. It also supports Novell GroupWise 

and Lotus Notes.  

Applications for the Blackberry OS can be written using these APIs, and proprietary 

BlackBerry APIs, but any application that makes use of certain restricted functionality 

must be digitally signed so that it can be associated to a developer account at RIM 

(Reasearch In Motion). RIM has six percent market share with their Blackberry OS 

(Canalys 2006). 

3.2.43.2.43.2.43.2.4 Mobile Linux Mobile Linux Mobile Linux Mobile Linux     

Mobile phones using the mobile version of the Linux OS are still uncommon but will 

probably become more popular in the future. The OSDL Mobile Linux Initiative (MLI) 

has as its mission to accelerate adoption of Linux on next-generation mobile handsets and 

Motorola has said that they are moving many of their feature phones to Linux. (Segan, 

2006) 

3.33.33.33.3 Development EnvironmentsDevelopment EnvironmentsDevelopment EnvironmentsDevelopment Environments    

A Development environment here refers to a programming language and its related 

components like the compiler, debugger, function library and any other supporting 

programs that enable a programmer to write an application. Some platforms include 

functionality for more than one programming language. 

Some of the most common development environments for mobile phone application are 

presented below. 

3.3.13.3.13.3.13.3.1 Java 2 Micro EditionJava 2 Micro EditionJava 2 Micro EditionJava 2 Micro Edition    

J2ME is a limited version of the Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) for development of 

software for small devices such as mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), 

and car navigation systems. Like its counterparts J2SE, Java 2 Platform Enterprise 

Edition (J2EE platform) and Java Card, J2ME is a set of standard Java APIs designed by 

Sun Microsystems and defined through the Java Community Process program. The Java 

Community Process program uses expert groups that include leading device 

manufacturers, software vendors and service providers to create standard APIs. All Java 

development environments are platform independent. (Sun Microsystems Inc; J2ME 

Polish) 
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3.3.23.3.23.3.23.3.2 Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless ((((BREWBREWBREWBREW))))    

BREW is an application development environment created by Qualcomm and released in 

2001. Like J2ME, BREW is also a vendor neutral development environment. The 

development environment is composed of two essential components, the BREW 

Software Development Kit (SDK) and the software required by handsets to run BREW 

applications. The latter is available at no cost and in some cases it is embedded in BREW 

enabled phones. (BREW) 

The native languages for the BREW SDK are C and C++, but functionality for other 

programming languages such as Java is also added. A Java Virtual Machine runs on top 

of the BREW platform and provides standardized J2ME APIs for the application 

developers. (BREW) 

One advantage of the BREW platform is its optimized memory allocation. It’s achieved 

by dynamically allocating Random-Access Memory (RAM) for applications while they 

are running and by using local storage and processing (client and client/server). (BREW) 

3.3.33.3.33.3.33.3.3 .NET Compact Fram.NET Compact Fram.NET Compact Fram.NET Compact Frameeeeworkworkworkwork    (.NET CF)(.NET CF)(.NET CF)(.NET CF)    

The .NET CF is a limited version of Microsoft’s complete .NET Framework, providing a 

runtime, programming libraries and development tools to create and execute applications 

on smart phones.  

The introduction of .NET has considerably improved the situation for companies and 

developers of mobile applications. Using .NET developers can easily transfer their skills 

in desktop application development to making applications for mobile devices. Prior to 

.NET, application development for Windows CE involved specific toolsets and 

programming techniques which forced the companies to invest in training for their 

developers. (Chappell 2002) 

3.43.43.43.4 PlatformsPlatformsPlatformsPlatforms    

A platform here refers to the combination of the hardware and the OS of a mobile device. 

The following sections describe some of the most common mobile device platforms.  

3.4.13.4.13.4.13.4.1 Series 40Series 40Series 40Series 40 Platform Platform Platform Platform    

Nokia creates a new developer platform for every series of handsets. The Series 40 

Platform is the first platform based on Nokia’s own OS. It includes Java APIs, an open 

browsing environment, and MMS. The platform is released in three versions. The latest 

version Series 40 Platform 3rd Edition supports 240 x 320 – pixel displays and Mobile 

3D Graphics Java APIs. CLDC is the platform configuration for the Series 40 Platform 
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and MIDP the profile, the third edition with CLDC 1.1 and MIDP 2.0. Java is the only 

programming languages supported and no other applications then MIDlets (see section 

4.3 for more information about MIDlets) can be installed by the user on this platform. 

(Nokia) 

3.4.23.4.23.4.23.4.2 SSSS60606060 Platform Platform Platform Platform    

The S60 Platform is the second Nokia platform, also released in three versions. It is based 

on the latest version of the Symbian OS, v 9.1. A number of programming languages are 

supported by this platform: Java, C++, Python, C#, Visual Basic (VB) and Macromedia 

Flash from Adobe. Several new Java Specifications not available on the Series 40 

platform is implemented on the S60 platform e.g. APIs for bluetooth and file connection. 

Nokia alone cumulatively shipped more than 50 million S60 devices by the end of 

February 2006. The smart phone market is expected to continue its fast growth, reaching 

close to 100 million units during 2006. According to Nokia estimates, the bulk of this 

volume will be based on S60 3rd Edition. (Nokia) 

3.4.33.4.33.4.33.4.3 Series 8Series 8Series 8Series 80000 Platform Platform Platform Platform    

Like the S60 platform, the Series 80 Platform is based on the Symbian OS. It is created 

by Nokia for their Series 80 mobile devices and released in two editions. The second 

edition provides developers with a desktop-like browsing environment, messaging 

features, and support for static and streaming audio and video. Series 80 applications can 

be developed in C++ or Java in the form of the MID Profile. Using 3rd party technology 

from Appforge it is also possible to develop applications in Visual Basic and C#. (Nokia) 

3.4.43.4.43.4.43.4.4 User InterUser InterUser InterUser Interface Quartz (face Quartz (face Quartz (face Quartz (UIQUIQUIQUIQ))))    

The UIQ platform is created by UIQ Technology. It is based upon Symbian OS and is 

developed to suit feature rich mobile phones. It is a powerful option for developers 

because of the ability to write applications in C++, the native language in which both the 

platform and the OS was written. All UIQ phones also support Java. (UIQ Technology) 

3.4.53.4.53.4.53.4.5 Windows MobileWindows MobileWindows MobileWindows Mobile    

Windows Mobile is a Microsoft platform based on the Windows CE OS. Latest released 

version of the platform is Windows Mobile 5.0 which uses the .NET CF 1.0 SP2. (Wilson 

2005) 
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3.4.63.4.63.4.63.4.6 BlackBBlackBBlackBBlackBerryerryerryerry    

RIM is providing an all in one mobile solution, producing their own devices with their 

own OS Blackberry OS. Most of the BlackBerry devices today come with a built-in 

mobile phone, but they were originally PDAs. The BlackBerry platform is only used on 

RIM’s devices, but some other mobile phones are using the BlackBerry email service. 

BlackBerry devices are known for their push email capabilities. Email messages are 

pushed to a blackberry device the instant they are received in the user’s inbox. (Mabe 

2005) 

3.53.53.53.5 Device Device Device Device HardwareHardwareHardwareHardware        

The constant improvement of hardware in mobile phones and the large number of 

vendors results in a big difference in hardware among devices in use. Appearance, 

functionality and performance of applications is affected and restricted by factors like 

processing power, memory, power supply, color depth and screen resolution and how 

these factors interact. Some of these factors are discussed below. 

3.5.13.5.13.5.13.5.1 PerformancePerformancePerformancePerformance    

Central Processing Unit (CPU) speed has increased significantly since the introduction of 

mobile phones and faster processors are continually added to new phone models. But the 

performance is also restricted by other factors like the RAM speed and the cache size. A 

higher clock speed also requires an increase in battery capacity to keep the same battery 

life time.  

The increasing performance of mobile devices renders the possibility of developing more 

demanding applications. The drawback of fully making use of this improvement in 

application development is that the applications are slow or unrunable on slightly older 

phone models. 

3.5.23.5.23.5.23.5.2 Battery PowerBattery PowerBattery PowerBattery Power    

Since a high performance mobile phone requires higher battery capacity, battery power 

indirectly affects the possibility of making high performance applications, unless users 

accept that they have to charge the phone more often. But increasing battery power is a 

dilemma since it results in increased battery size and it is desirable to keep the mobile 

phones small and handy. But new technologies have made it possible to make smaller 

and smaller high capacity batteries e.g. lithium batteries and fuel cells. 
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3.5.33.5.33.5.33.5.3 MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory    

The memory in mobile phones is limited and varies between devices. But memory cards 

are expanding and internal RAM capacity is increasing.  

3.5.43.5.43.5.43.5.4 ScreeScreeScreeScreen Resolutionn Resolutionn Resolutionn Resolution and Color Depth and Color Depth and Color Depth and Color Depth    

For mobile devices supporting J2ME with the MID Profile the screen resolution varies 

from 95 x 65 to 640 x 320 pixels at the moment. There is also a significant variation in 

aspect ratio.  

The small screen sizes and the variation in resolution and aspect ratio among devices 

considerably limit the possibilities of designing user friendly and appealing GUIs for 

mobile application, especially for wide-ranging applications. The small displays result in 

small font sizes and a lot of scrolling and the variation in resolution complicate the design 

of general GUIs. 

The displayable colors also differ considerably between devices. Display color depth 

currently ranges from 1 bit/pixel i.e. black and white to 24 bits/pixel i.e. high color for 

Java enabled phones. (J2ME Polish) 

Using images, icons and logotypes mostly requires them to be scaled in advance and 

saved in different sizes suiting different intervals of screen resolutions. For correct color 

reproduction, images also have to come in different versions for different display color 

depths or they must consist of colors that are displayable on all target screens. 

3.5.53.5.53.5.53.5.5 KeypadKeypadKeypadKeypad    

The small keypads and the limited number of keys resulting in non-ergonomic and slow 

input methods form another restriction in application design. Keypads also differ 

depending on manufacturer and model e.g. the number of soft keys varies and whether 

they have a clear key or not.
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4444 J2ME Applications with the J2ME Applications with the J2ME Applications with the J2ME Applications with the MID MID MID MID 
ProfileProfileProfileProfile    

This chapter introduces mobile java programming. It describes the J2ME platform and 

how to develop applications with the CLDC configuration and the MID Profile. 

4.14.14.14.1 J2ME J2ME J2ME J2ME Platform ArchitecturePlatform ArchitecturePlatform ArchitecturePlatform Architecture    

The J2ME platform includes a flexible user interface, a robust security model, a broad 

range of built-in network protocols and support for both networked and disconnected 

applications. With the J2ME platform, applications are written once for a wide range of 

devices and are downloaded dynamically, and leverage each device’s native capabilities. 

J2ME is divided into configurations, profiles and optional packages. These components 

are used to build a complete Java runtime environment that meets the requirements for 

the software and the target devices. The terms are defined in the following section. Figure 

2 depicts an overview of the components and how they relate to each other and the other 

Java Technologies. Each column in the figure represents a combination of components 

that is optimized for the related category of devices. 

 

Figure 2: The Java Platform Overview. (Sun Microsystems, Inc) 
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When running a Java application a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is used to convert the 

Java intermediate language into machine language and execute it. Small devices such as 

mobile phones use a compact version of the JVM referred to as KVM where K stands for 

kilobyte; intending that the KVM runs in kilobytes of memory as opposed to megabyte. 

(Sun, Glossary) 

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 ConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurations    

A configuration defines a combination of a virtual machine and a core set of class 

libraries for a certain class of devices sharing similar characteristics such as network 

connectivity and memory footprint. The currently available configurations are Connected 

Device Configuration (CDC) and Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC).  

CLDC is the most limited one. It was designed for devices with intermittent network 

connection, slow processors and limited memory, while CDC is less restricted and offers 

more advanced virtual machine features and libraries to use. The MID Profile is built 

upon the CLDC configuration. (Sun Microsystems, Inc) 

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 ProfilesProfilesProfilesProfiles    

A profile is a set of high level APIs added to a configuration to support specific uses of a 

mobile device. It further defines the application life cycle model, the user interface and 

access to device specific properties. A configuration in combination with a profile defines 

a complete application environment. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) 

based on the CLDC configuration is a commonly used environment in mobile phone 

application development.  

4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3 Optional PackagesOptional PackagesOptional PackagesOptional Packages    

Optional packages are standard APIs used to further extend the capabilities of an 

environment in a specific area, such as database access, wireless messaging and 3D 

graphics. Device manufacturers can add these to the configuration and profile to extend 

the platform and fully make use of the features of each device. (Sun Microsystems, Inc) 

4.24.24.24.2 The The The The MID ProfileMID ProfileMID ProfileMID Profile    

The MID Profile API includes the core functionality required by mobile applications. It is 

designed for small devices such as mobile phones and is consistently used in combination 

with the CLDC configuration in mobile application development. Applications written 

for this profile are called MIDlets. They are relatively portable which makes the 

development environment suitable for building applications for devices that have 

different capabilities. 
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MIDP includes features such as user interface capabilities, network connectivity, Over-

the-Air provisioning (OTA), security and multimedia. The profile is released in two 

versions, MIDP 1.0 and MIDP 2.0. A basic 2D gaming API is added to the latter. Today 

almost all mobile phones come with an MIDP implementation. (Sun Microsystems, Inc) 

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 MIDP 1.0MIDP 1.0MIDP 1.0MIDP 1.0    

MIDP 1.0 is the first version of the specification offering the core functionality for 

mobile application development, including basic functionality for user interfaces and 

network security. It is based on the Java Specification Request (JSR), number 37. (Sun 

Microsystems, Inc) 

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 MIDP 2.0MIDP 2.0MIDP 2.0MIDP 2.0    

MIDP 2.0 is an edited version of the original specification, backward-compatible with 

MIDP 1.0. It includes new and enhanced features for User Interfaces (UIs), multimedia 

and game functionality, more extensive connectivity, OTA and end-to end security. It is 

based on JSR 118. (Sun Microsystems, Inc) 

4.34.34.34.3 MIDletsMIDletsMIDletsMIDlets    

J2ME applications based on the MID Profile are called MIDlets and must extend the 

class MIDlet located in the javax.microedidtion.midlet package. The MIDlet class is an 

abstract class
1
 including the abstract methods

2
 destroyApp(), pauseApp() and startApp(). 

It handles the application life cycle e.g. start, stop, and cleanup. An overview of the 

application life cycle is shown in Figure 3. 

The program structure of a MIDlet is similar to the structure of a J2SE Applet. 

Applications must not have a main method and can exist in four different states: loaded, 

active, paused and destroyed. When it is loaded into the device and the constructor is 

called, it is in the loaded state. This can happen at any time before the startApp() method 

is called and the application starts. After startApp() is called, the MIDlet is in the active 

state until pauseApp() or destroyApp() is called. As the names indicate pauseApp() pauses 

the application and desroyApp() terminates it.  

                                                 

1
 An abstract class is a class designed as a parent class from which subclasses can be derived. It is not 

possible to instantiate an abstract class, but its non abstract children. A non abstract class extending an 

abstract one must implement all of its abstract methods. (Green, 1996-2007) 

2
 An abstract method is missing a method body (Green, 1996-2007). 
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All state change callback methods should terminate quickly, because the state is not 

changed completely before the method returns. The content of these methods is designed 

and implemented by the application developer. The following section gives a short 

description of what actions they perform in a typical application. 

4.3.14.3.14.3.14.3.1 startAppstartAppstartAppstartApp    

This method moves the application from the paused to the active state. Objects needed 

when the application is active should be initialized in this method. It may be used to set 

the first screen by calling the setCurrent() method if this has not already been done. One-

time initialization should take place it the MIDlet constructor since the startApp() method 

may be called several times if pauseApp() has been called in between. (Java Doc J2ME) 

4.3.24.3.24.3.24.3.2 pauseApppauseApppauseApppauseApp    

If the application is using threads these may be paused in this method. Use it to set a new 

screen, if it is desirable to start with another screen when the application is reactivated. 

(Java Doc J2ME) 

4.3.34.3.34.3.34.3.3 destroyAppdestroyAppdestroyAppdestroyApp    

The destroyApp method is used to free application resources, terminate threads, etc.  

 

Figure 3: MIDP Application life cycle. 
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4.44.44.44.4 MIDP MIDP MIDP MIDP User InterfaceUser InterfaceUser InterfaceUser Interface Components Components Components Components    

The MID Profile includes a high level user interface API that is optimized for small 

displays, restricted input methods and other properties typical for small devices. The API 

is located in the javax.microedition.lcdui package. 

The functionality includes predefined screens for displaying and selecting lists, editing 

text, popping up alert dialogs, adding scrolling tickers, as well as displaying and editing 

forms. Forms are screens that can include any number of predefined items e.g. images, 

read-only text fields, editable text fields, editable date and time fields, choice groups or 

custom defined items. Developers can define custom items to provide unique 

functionality and graphics. 

All high-level screens and items are device aware, with built-in support for the native 

display size, input and navigation capabilities. This enables developers to define a highly 

portable, flexible user interface that automatically adjusts its layout and navigation to the 

properties of the device it is running on. The MIDP user interface also offers a low-level 

API for developers who need more control over the screen. Using this API makes it more 

difficult to write portable applications, but it can be done with care. (Longoria 2004) 

4.54.54.54.5 MIDletMIDletMIDletMIDlet Packaging Packaging Packaging Packaging    

To simplify distribution, applications consisting of more than one class can be packaged. 

Packaging a MIDlet involves two steps; creating a Java ARchive (JAR) and a Java 

Application Descriptor (JAD) file. A JAR file is used to store compiled Java classes and 

associated metadata. JAR files can be obfuscated so that a user of the JAR file does not 

get much information regarding the code it contains or to reduce its size. The JAD file 

provides information about the contents of the JAR file. It is used by the application 

management software to manage the application and by the MIDlet itself to configure 

specific attributes. An example of a JAD file is shown in Figure 4. (Mahmoud, 2002) 

MIDlet-Name: MyMIDlet 

MIDlet-Version: 1.0.0 

MIDlet-Vendor: Golden Gekko 

MIDlet-Description: My MIDlet 

MIDlet-Info-URL: http://www.goldengekko.com/ 

MIDlet-Jar-URL: mymidlet.jar 

MIDlet-Jar-Size:    1063 

MicroEdition-Profile: MIDP-2.0 

MicroEdition-Configuration: CLDC-1.0 

MIDlet-1: MyMIDlet, /MyIcon.png, MyFirstMIDlet 

Figure 4: MIDlet JAD file. 

An application descriptor file consists of a predefined set of attributes. The use of them is 

pretty obvious from their names. Attributes starting with MIDlet- are passed to the 

application when requested. The last attribute, MIDlet-1, has three parameters: name, 
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icon, and class. The icon attribute is optional. The name is the application title that 

appears on the display when the MIDlet is stored on a mobile device and that can be 

selected to launch the application. If an icon is specified it is shown next to the title. The 

class is the executable that is called to launch the MIDlet. When using multiple MIDlets 

their properties are specified by adding attributes named MIDlet-2, MIDlet-3 and so on. 

(Mahmoud, 2002) 
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5555 Vector Graphics Vector Graphics Vector Graphics Vector Graphics forforforfor    MMMMobile obile obile obile DDDDevicesevicesevicesevices    

This chapter explains the vector graphics technology and the difference between raster 

graphics and vector graphics. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a vector graphics 

platform including an XML based file format. It is standard for mobile applications of 

vector graphics and is further described in this chapter. APIs for mobile vector graphics 

and viewers for displaying vector graphics images are presented. Finally a table of 

phones supporting the mobile phone profile of SVG (SVGT) is included. 

5.15.15.15.1 Two Types of 2D GraphicsTwo Types of 2D GraphicsTwo Types of 2D GraphicsTwo Types of 2D Graphics    

There are two basic technologies for a computer to render, store and display an image or 

another graphic component: raster graphics and vector graphics. Vector graphic images 

are converted to raster images for display on a monitor. 

Vector graphics is ideal for representing graphics required to be device independent but 

not photorealistic like GUIs and logotypes. The technology is also advantageous over 

raster graphics for sharp edged artistic illustrations like cartoons and clip art, technical 

illustrations, diagrams and flow charts. But for retouching, photo processing and 

photorealistic illustrations raster graphics is superior.  

5.1.15.1.15.1.15.1.1 Raster GraphicsRaster GraphicsRaster GraphicsRaster Graphics    

Raster graphics is a method of representing images as picture elements (pixels) in a grid-

like structure. Raster images, also referred to as Bitmap images, have a fixed resolution 

and cannot be scaled without loss of image quality. The number of bits used to describe a 

pixel is known as its bit depth or color depth. A pixel value generally specifies the color 

associated with the pixel position. One exception is the Graphics Interchange Format 

(GIF) where pixel values represent positions in a color lookup table. Raster images tend 

to have much larger file sizes than vector images and are often compressed for size 

reduction. 

There are various raster image formats available. Common formats are Tagged Image 

File Format (TIFF), GIF, Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG), PNG and Standard 

Windows Bitmap (BMP).  

PNG is the most commonly used raster image format for mobile devices. It is a license 

free format developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), originally intended 

for the web. PNG supports true colors images including full transparency using an alpha 

channel. It uses a loss-less compression algorithm that is identical with that used for the 
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JAR files. This fact can be exploited to save space, which makes the file format even 

more suitable for mobile devices. 

Some popular editing programs for raster images are Microsoft Paint, Adobe Photoshop, 

Corel Photo-Paint, Jasc Paint Shop Pro and Ulead PhotoImpact. 

5.1.25.1.25.1.25.1.2 Vector GraphicsVector GraphicsVector GraphicsVector Graphics    

In contrast to raster graphics where images are represented as pixel data, vector graphic 

images are described as mathematical equations. Geometrical primitives such as basic 

shapes, points, lines and curves are used to represent the image content. Vector graphics 

is also referred to as geometric modeling or object oriented graphics. 

Since the image content is mathematically described images can be scaled and modified 

without deterioration of image quality. Graphic objects of the image content can be 

scaled, rotated, moved and deleted independently and attributes like color and border 

styles can easily be changed. Adobe Illustrator, Corel Draw and Xara Xtreme are some of 

the most common vector graphic editors, used to create, edit and save vector graphic 

images. 

Using vector graphics instead of raster graphics for the right purpose will decrease file 

sizes considerably, a good deal due to the fact that the representation size is independent 

of the dimension of the objects represented. 

Some examples of well known file formats are Encapsulated PostScript (EPS), Portable 

Document Format (PDF), Windows Metafile (WMF) and SVG. SVG is not only an 

image format but a whole vector graphics platform including a file format. 

5.25.25.25.2 Scalable Vector GraphicsScalable Vector GraphicsScalable Vector GraphicsScalable Vector Graphics    

SVG is the platform predominantly used for mobile applications of vector graphics. It is a 

2D vector graphic platform consisting of an XML based file format and a programming 

API for graphical applications. It handles static, animated and interactive 2D vector 

graphics, either declarative or scripted. Three types of graphical objects are provided: 

vector graphic shapes, images and text. Maneuvering of objects is accomplished through 

object transformations and attributes changes. Graphical objects can be grouped and 

composited into previously rendered graphical objects and event handlers can be assigned 

to arbitrary items. Examples of other available features are nested transformations, 

clipping paths, alpha masks, filter effects, template objects and extensibility. (Lilley, 

2004) 

Several acknowledged standards are used as a foundation for the SVG platform. XML for 

text based graphics, Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) for styling, JPEG and PNG for image 

formats, Document Object Model (DOM) for scripting and interactivity and 

Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) for animations. (Lilley, 2004) 
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SVG is an open standard created by W3Cs SVG Working Group. Authors of the SVG 

specification include several significant companies e.g. Adobe, Agfa, Apple, Canon, 

Corel, Ericsson, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Kodak, Macromedia, Microsoft, Nokia, Sharp 

and Sun Microsystems. (Lilley, 2004) 

W3C started the development in 1998 and the first version SVG 1.0 became a W3C 

Recommendation in 2001. It was designed to become the standard vector graphic format 

for the web. In 2003 a new version of the standard, SVG 1.1 was presented. This is still 

the current standard but SVG 1.2 is under development and available in draft form.  

The step from SVG 1.0 to SVG 1.1 included a modularization of the standard, in order to 

allow subsets of the standard to be defined as profiles. SVG 1.1 comes with two profiles, 

SVG Print and SVG Mobile; the latter can be further divided into two different profiles. 

SVG Print is used to produce vector graphic documents suitable for printing and 

archiving, while the mobile profiles are designed to accommodate devices with limited 

resources e.g. screen resolution, memory and bandwidth. W3C is currently working on 

future profiles both for mobile and printing. 

 

Figure 5: SVG subsets and profiles. 

5.2.15.2.15.2.15.2.1 SVG Mobile ProfilesSVG Mobile ProfilesSVG Mobile ProfilesSVG Mobile Profiles    

SVG Mobile refers to the two profiles SVG Basic and SVG Tiny (SVGT). Both profiles 

are targeted to resource limited devices. But to be able to deal with the variation in 

characteristics even in this area two different profiles were defined. SVGT is a subset of 

SVG Basic which is a subset of the complete format. See the illustration in Figure 5. 

SVG Basic is defined to suit higher level mobile devices like PDAs while SVGT is 

targeted to more restricted devices like mobile phones. (W3C SVG Working Group, 

2003) 

In 2001 SVG was chosen as a basis for mobile devices by the mobile industry. In 

connection with this decision several significant mobile phone companies joined the 

W3C SVG working group, to help developing the mobile profiles. SVG Mobile is also 

part of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) platform for third generation 
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mobile phones and MMS as the required graphics format. Several phones today come 

with built-in support for SVG. (Lilley, 2004) 

While the complete SVG 1.2 standard still is a working draft, SVGT 1.2 progressed to the 

next level of the recommendation development process in 2006 and became a W3C 

Candidate Recommendation. It was first released as a profile but later refactored to 

become a complete specification, including all required parts of SVG 1.1 and SVG 1.2. 

5.35.35.35.3 Fundamental Features of SVGTFundamental Features of SVGTFundamental Features of SVGTFundamental Features of SVGT    

The word scalable in SVGT refers to the scalability of SVGT content. The scalability of 

images and fonts is the major advantage of applying vector graphics to mobile 

applications. Vector graphics such as SVGT images can be scaled and modified without 

loss of quality i.e. SVGT images can be scaled to fit any screen resolution and screen size 

and still retain its quality. In contrast to vector graphics scaling and modification of raster 

images often involves a significant loss of image quality. When raster images are zoomed 

in to large scales, the content of the image becomes blurred. SVGT graphics does not 

have the blur problem because of their vector property. 

A comparison of image quality after scaling a raster graphic and a vector graphic image 

is shown in Figure 6. JPEG and SVG image formats were used, respectively. The JPEG 

image became blurred after zooming while the clarity of the SVG image is unchanged. 

Raster images are also supported in SVGT, with the two mandated formats being PNG 

and JPEG. On top of graphical primitives e.g. rectangles, ellipses, circles, lines, polygons, 

etc, SVGT offers full support for Bezier type curves, with only the elliptical arc 

commands not available. 

SVGT allows fonts to be defined by the developer and ensure that they will look the same 

on all devices. Font sizes can be controlled by the developer in contrast to system fonts. 

This enables scaling fonts according to screen resolution and is the major advantage of 

SVGT fonts over system fonts. SVGT supports most of the text operations supported in 

the full version of SVG except texts on paths and text fragments.  

All animation capabilities of SVG Full are included in SVGT. Every SVGT element and 

attribute can be animated, using either discrete, paced, or finely-tuned interpolations, or 

even motion paths. The animation features in SVGT opens up a lot of possibilities 

compared to regular sprite animations. It simplifies the possibilities of making good 

looking animations and saves a lot of memory because frames do not have to be saved as 

separate images. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of image quality after scaling a raster graphic image (left) and vector graphic image (right). Images 
are enlarged to 400 percent of their original size. 

5.45.45.45.4 Mobile Vector Graphics APIs and SVGTMobile Vector Graphics APIs and SVGTMobile Vector Graphics APIs and SVGTMobile Vector Graphics APIs and SVGT Viewer Viewer Viewer Viewerssss    

A mobile vector graphics API is required to create manipulate and render vector graphics 

on a mobile device. To read in and display vector graphics images in the SVGT format, a 

SVGT Viewer is also required. Many APIs includes a SVGT viewer. 

There are quite a few implementations available. Several companies joining the SVG 

Working Group e.g. Ikivo
1
, the Canadian company BitFlash

2
 and Sun Microsystem 

3
 

provide their own mobile vector graphics APIs based on SVG Mobile. Another company 

providing SVG Mobile software is TinyLine
4
. Their APIs can be downloaded from their 

website and until the release of the latest versions in December 2006 they were free. 

There are also many other commercial viewers available. 

The level of SVGT support on a mobile phone varies from device to device, depending 

on the manufacturer and the version of SVG Mobile installed. 

5.4.15.4.15.4.15.4.1 IkIkIkIkivoivoivoivo    

SVG Mobile software from Ikivo needs to be preinstalled on the device. According to 

Ikivo their software is embedded in more than 150 million devices worldwide. 

Manufacturers burn the code on their phones before shipping. 

Ikivo offers two different viewers; The Ikivo Multimedia SVG Player based on SVGT 

1.2 and the Ikivo SVG Player based on SVGT 1.1. The former affords more features than 

the latter like full support for audio and video, compact fonts, extended graphics and 

precise rendering. It is also backwards compatible with SVGT 1.1. The key features of 

                                                 

1
 www.ikivo.com 

2
 www.bitflash.com 

3
 www.sun.com 

4
 www.tinyline.com 
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the Ikivo SVG Player are small code size and low CPU utilization. This makes it 

compatible with a wide variety of devices. Installation of the software is flexible, which 

means that the manufacturers can choose to only install the features they desire. 

Ikivo’s software is based on the J2ME platform. 

5.4.25.4.25.4.25.4.2 BitFlashBitFlashBitFlashBitFlash    

BitFlash was investigating the area of SVG on mobile devices even before the 

introduction of the SVGT profile. In collaboration with Sharp they produced the first 

commercially available SVGT 1.1 enabled phone, which was released on the Vodafone 

K.K. network in Japan in December of 2003. They have since improved and licensed 

their SVGT software to suppliers of mobile and consumer electronics world wide, 

including Sharp, Qualcomm, Texas Instruments, KDDI au, NEC, and UIQ Technologies. 

They are still targeted to the embedded device market; software is installed on the devices 

before shipping. BitFlash provides support for both versions of the SVGT profile: SVGT 

1.1 and SVGT 1.2. 

5.4.35.4.35.4.35.4.3 SunSunSunSun Microsystems Microsystems Microsystems Microsystems    

Sun’s SVG implementation: the Scalable 2D Vector Graphics API, is defined as an 

optional package for J2ME and is targeted to the CLDC configuration and the MID 

Profile (See chapter 4.1for further information about java configurations, profiles and 

optional packages), typically to devices having very little processing power and memory 

and no hardware support for 2D graphics or floating point arithmetic. 

Sun’s implementation is based on SVGT 1.1 and was first presented at the SVG Open 

conference in Enschede, the Netherlands in 2005. It is specified as JSR 226
1
 in the Java 

Community Process (JCP)
2
 and provides capabilities for rendering and manipulation of 

vector-based images and animation, including image files in the SVG format. JSR 226's 

Mobile 2D Graphics API enables applications to create, display, and modify SVG content 

using the MID Profile and Abstract Windowing Toolkits (AWTs). 

5.4.45.4.45.4.45.4.4 TinyLineTinyLineTinyLineTinyLine    

TinyLine provides two different APIs for mobile vector graphics, TinyLine 2D and 

TinyLine SVG, both released in several versions. TinyLine 2D is a restricted version 

developed as a part of the TinyLine SVG toolkit. It includes functionality for creating, 

rendering and displaying vector graphics content while TinyLine SVG also comprises an 

SVG viewer and features for editing images in SVG format. 

                                                 

1
 www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=226 

2
 www.jcp.org 
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The APIs are designed for mobile devices supporting J2ME and runs on an immense 

variety of platforms. They can be used with CLDC or CDC configuration and with 

several profiles, MIDP 2.0 among others. TinyLine do not require phones to be shipped 

with built-in SVG implementation, since SVG software are downloaded and installed on 

the mobile device with the applications. But manufacturers may choose to implement 

some of the APIs in native code rather than Java for performance reasons. This is 

transparent to the applications developer, who simply uses the TinyLine APIs without 

worrying about their implementation. As mentioned above the APIs are no longer free 

but TinyLine now offer a 90 day trial version for non-commercial use. 

TinyLines APIs are the ones used in this project. They were chosen because they do not 

require phones to be shipped with built-in SVG support, they are designed for J2ME and 

because they were easy to obtain and were free to download at the time the decision was 

made. 

TinyLine 2D 

TinyLine 2D contains basic functionality for creating and rendering graphic objects. 

Classes are implemented to handle basic shapes, paths and texts. Optional fonts can be 

used but there are no default fonts. For every font needed in the application a font class 

has to be implemented by the application developer. Outlined fonts are also supported 

and lines and borders can be drawn using filled, stroked or dashed style. Graphic objects 

are manipulated using matrix transformation. All mathematics is calculated using fixed-

point numbers. Hit tests are also implemented in the API.  

Screen and anti aliased rendering is supported by the graphics engine. Features for 

advanced color management including transparency, gradient colors and patterns using 

tiled bitmaps are also included in the API. (TinyLine, 2006) 

The TinyLine 2D package is implemented in about 35k of byte code and is designed to 

minimize RAM and processor usage. (TinyLine, 2002-2005) 

TinyLine SVG 

While TinyLine 2D is developed for basic 2D vector graphics, TinyLine SVG contains 

functionality and features for more advanced 2D graphics. Support for animations and 

events is also added. TinyLine 2D is in fact included as a package in TinyLine SVG.  

The TinyLine SVG toolkit includes SVGT viewers and SDK. Viewers support the MIDP 

2.0 and personal profile. Images in the SVG format can be read both from textural and 

gzipped
1
 SVG streams, scaled and viewed on the display of a mobile device. Font classes 

can be read directly from the SVG font file. Hence the developer does not need to 

implement font classes as in TinyLine 2D. 

                                                 

1
 Gzip is a compressed file format, based on the DEFLATE algorithm, which is a combination of LZ77 and 

Huffman coding. 
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The code size of TinyLine SVG is about 100K (TinyLine, 2006). 

5.55.55.55.5 Shipping and Announced SVGShipping and Announced SVGShipping and Announced SVGShipping and Announced SVGTTTT Phones Phones Phones Phones    

More and more mobile phones are shipped with built in SVGT support. Table 1 shows an 

updated list of phones available in the market that comes with an SVGT 1.1 

implementation. 

Table 1: Shipping and announced SVGT Phones. (SVG.org) 

BenQ-Siemens SXG75 

Huawei U526 

LG U880, U890 

Motorola C975, C980, E770V, E1000, i580, i870, i875, i880, i885, V3X, V975, 

V980, V1050 

NEC V703N, V802N 

Nokia 3250, 5200, 5300, 5500 Sport, 6085, 6086, 6125, 6126, 6131, 6136, 

6151, 6233, 6234, 6265, 6280, 6282, 6288, 6290, 6300, 7370, 7373, 

7390, 7710, 8800 Sirocco 

Panasonic MX6, MX7, SA6, SA7, VS3, VS7 

Sagem my-X8, my-V76, my-V85 

Samsung D600, E350, Z300, Z500, Z560, ZV10, ZV30 

Sanyo S750 

Sharp V501SH, V601SH, V602SH, V603SH, V604SH, V703SH, V703SHf, 

V705SH, 802, V804SH, 902, V903SH, V904SH, V905SH 

Siemens C65, C70, C75, CF65, CFX65, CL75, CX65, CX70, CX70 Emoty, 

CX75, M65, M75, S65, S75, SF65, SL65, SL75, SK65, SP65 

Sony Ericsson D750, F500, K300, K310, K320, K500, K508, K510, K550, K550im, 

K600, K608, K610, K700, K750, K790, K800, K810, M600, P990, 

S600, S700, S710, V600, V630, V800, W200, W300, W550, W600, 

W610, W700, W710, W800, W810, W830, W850, W880, W900, 

W950, Z500, Z520, Z530, Z550, Z558, Z710, Z800 

Toshiba TS 803, TS 921, V902T, V903T 
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ZTE F860, F866, F868 

1
 

                                                 

1
 http://svg.org/special/svg_phones 
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6666 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation    

This chapter describes the workflow of the implementation of vector graphic capabilities 

in GG Mobile Media Engine. It starts with a description of the development environment. 

The architecture of the framework and the used vector graphics API are described. 

Finally the design of the implementation is presented. The chapter also contains a section 

describing how font files were converted to vector graphic descriptions for use within the 

framework. 

6.16.16.16.1 Development EnvironmentDevelopment EnvironmentDevelopment EnvironmentDevelopment Environment    

As mentioned above applications built upon the GG Media Engine are J2ME applications 

with the CLDC configuration and the MID Profile. For integration of vector graphics 

capabilities in the mobile application framework a java programming and debugging 

environment is needed. A Java Development Kit (JDK) needs to be installed.  

Normally executions of java programs are managed as a Java Runtime Environment 

(JRE), but in the mobile segment the runtime environment is a device emulator or real 

device. To avoid having to test every step of the implementation on a real device, a 

virtual platform in which mobile devices can easily be simulated is required. 

6.1.16.1.16.1.16.1.1 Java Debugging EnvironmentJava Debugging EnvironmentJava Debugging EnvironmentJava Debugging Environment    

Eclipse with the eclipseME plugin was used as Java debugging environment for the 

implementation. The environment is used by Golden Gekko for all development and is 

free to download and use.
1
 It comes with a user friendly interface and many features 

facilitating the implementation and debugging. It also works well with emulators. 

An application built upon the framework can be built in Eclipse by creating a new J2ME 

MIDlet Suit project and linking the source code of the framework to the new project. 

Default settings for the project can be left unchanged but some settings in the jad file
2
 

needs to be adjusted.  

Code and images are saved in separate folders named src and res respectively. These 

have to be creates by the developer. A class MIDlet extending GekkoMIDlet and a class 

                                                 

1
 http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ 

2
 See section 4.5 for information about jad files. 
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SplashPanel extending ContentPanel are mandatory to a GG Mobile Media Engine 

application and creating these is the first step in the application development process. 

 

Figure 7: Sun Java Wireless Toolkit emulators, DefaultColorPhone to the left and MediaControlSkin to the right. 

6.1.26.1.26.1.26.1.2 Simulation of Mobile DevicesSimulation of Mobile DevicesSimulation of Mobile DevicesSimulation of Mobile Devices    

Device emulators are used to launch, test, debug and analyze performance of applications 

on the devices without having to download the application to the real devices.  

Sun Java Wireless Toolkit
1
 is a toolbox for development of mobile applications based on 

J2ME with the CLDC configuration and the MIP Profile. It consists of a KVM and 

several APIs and includes emulation environments. It comes with a package of four 

default emulators: one without color screen, DefaultGrayPhone; two color phones, 

DefaultColorPhone and MediaControlSkin; and a PDA named QwertyDevice. The 

                                                 

1
 http://java.sun.com/products/sjwtoolkit/ 
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emulator package was linked to Eclipse for testing during this project. The two color 

phones were the ones most suitable for testing and are displayed in Figure 7. 

Only the emulators from Sun Java Wireless Toolkit were used in this project. The rest of 

the testing was carried out on real devices, by downloading the applications to the target 

phones using Bluetooth. For simulation of specific mobile phone brands and models, 

emulators from these companies are required. These can also be linked to and used with 

Eclipse. 

6.26.26.26.2 GG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media EngineGG Mobile Media Engine    

This section briefly describes the functionality and architecture of GG Mobile Media 

Engine. The framework provides a ready structure to build applications upon. It includes 

functionality for handling e.g. key events, database access 

6.2.16.2.16.2.16.2.1 Framework ArchitectureFramework ArchitectureFramework ArchitectureFramework Architecture    

The class diagram in Figure 8 gives an overview of the core of GG Mobile Media 

Engine. Notice that this is not a complete class diagram and that only a few of the total 

number of classes included in the framework are shown in the picture. Variables and 

methods are also left out. 

Inheritances between classes are displayed using Unified Modeling Language (UML) 

standard and abstract class names are written in italic. A UML dependency relationship 

between classes in the figure indicates that one class is creating an object of the other 

one. 

javax.microedition.lcdui.game.GameCanvas, javax.microedition.lcdui.Display and 

javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet in Figure 8 are standard classes included in the J2ME 

API. GekkoMIDlet, ContentContainer, ContentPanel, SplashScreen and GenericMenu 

are classes included in the framework and MIDlet and SplashPanel are classes mandatory 

for an application built upon the framework, but that have to be implemented by the 

application developer. 
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Figure 8: Class Diagram displaying the core functionality of GG Mobile Media Engine. 

The MIDlet class 

All J2ME applications with the MID Profile must extend the MIDlet class in the javax. 

microedition.midlet package (this was further described in Chapter 4.3). Using GG Media 

Engine, applications instead includes an instance of GekkoMIDlet, named MIDlet by 

convention, which is an instance of javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet. The relationship is 

shown in the figure. 

Display and Game Canvas 

Display in the javax.microedition.lcdui package is the manager of the display and input 

device of the system. It includes methods for retrieving device properties and for 

requesting objects to be shown on the device display. A MIDlet includes exactly one 

instance of Display. A reference to that instance is returned by the getDisplay() method, 
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which can be called at any time during the execution of the application. A reference to 

the Display is provided by GekkoMIDlet and inherited to the MIDlet class. 

All user interface components shown on the device display are contained within a 

displayable object. The application may only have one displayable object at a time and all 

user interaction occurs through this object. It is referred to as the current displayable and 

is set using the setCurrent() method.  

In GG Mobile Media Engine instances of the GameCanvas class in the 

javax.microedition.lcdui.game package, are used as displayable objects. GekkoMIDlet 

contains an instance of SplashScreen called splash and one of ContentContainer called 

screen. These two both extend the class GameCanvas (see Figure 8). A variable in 

GekkoMIDlet is used to control which one of these two to display. As long as the 

variable is true, the splash screen is shown. This is handled by the compulsory method 

startApp() in the MIDlet class, inheriting from GekkoMIDlet. 

The Splash Screen is shown on the device display while the applications resources are 

loading. This time can be used by the application developer to set runtime dependent 

parameters such as screen width and height. 

Content Panels 

The Framework also provides a class named ContentPanel, shown in the figure. Both 

SplashScreen and ContentContainer include an instance of this class. Instances of 

ContentPanel are used for creating different graphical views. Everything that is to be 

displayed on the screen has to be included in a ContentPanel. When the application 

resources are loaded and the SplashScreen is no longer shown, ContentContainer is 

constantly displayed. Changing the view shown on the device display is carried out by 

switching the ContentPanel in ContentContainer. 

An object of ContentPanel named SplashPanel is mandatory to a GG Mobile Media 

Engine application. This is the instance of ContentPanel in SplashScreen. Applications 

can be designed to have one or several SplashPanels. Several SplashPanels are used when 

it is desirable to show different graphical views during the time the Splash Screen is 

shown. 

GenericMenu extens the ContentPanel class and provides specific capabilities for 

handling and displaying menus. 

Graphics 

The draw functions in the Graphics library in javax.microedition.lcdui.Graphics are used 

to draw the screen layout. ContentContainer contains a draw function that handles all 

graphics shown on the display e.g. the titlebar, menus and soft key button texts. It also 

calls the draw function of the current ContentPanel. 
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6.2.26.2.26.2.26.2.2 Draw functionsDraw functionsDraw functionsDraw functions    

The framework provides several static draw methods that can be used to draw more 

complex graphical objects than the ones that can be drawn by the methods included in the 

Java API. This library includes graphical components commonly used in mobile 

application GUIs and frequently used during application development. If more specific 

drawing methods are required for a certain application, these methods can be overwritten. 

6.36.36.36.3 The TinyLine 2D 1.9 APIThe TinyLine 2D 1.9 APIThe TinyLine 2D 1.9 APIThe TinyLine 2D 1.9 API    

This section describes the functionality and structure of the TinyLine 1.9 API. TinyLine 

2D 1.9 was chosen as the API for implementation in this project. TinyLiny 2D was 

chosen over TinyLine SVG because it is less complex and memory demanding. As this 

was the first try to implement vector graphics features within the framework it seemed 

like a wise decision to use the simplest solution. TinyLine 2D 1.9 was the latest version 

available when the implementation started. 

6.3.16.3.16.3.16.3.1 Class HierarchyClass HierarchyClass HierarchyClass Hierarchy    

The class hierarchy of TinyLine 2D 1.9 is shown in Figure 9 below. 

o class java.lang.Object  
o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTNode  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTCompositeNode  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTRootNode  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTTextNode  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTShapeNode  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.GTRenderer  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyBitmap  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyColor  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyFont  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyGlyph  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyMatrix  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyPath  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyPathParser  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyPixbuf  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyPoint  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyRect  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyUtil  

o class com.tinyline.tiny2d.TinyVector  

Figure 9: Class hierarchy of TinyLine 2D 1.9. 
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6.3.26.3.26.3.26.3.2 GGGGraphics raphics raphics raphics TTTTreereereeree and Rendering process and Rendering process and Rendering process and Rendering process    

Using TinyLine 2D 1.9, all graphical components are arranged in a tree like structure 

referred to as the Graphics Tree (GT). There are different types of nodes available; 

GTRootNode, GTShapeNode, GTTextNode and GTCompositeNode. An instance of the 

GTRootNode class is used as the root of the GT. GTCompositeNodes are group nodes 

used as containers for related nodes and GTShapeNodes and GTTextNodes are leaf nodes 

used for representing graphical components that is to be displayed on the screen. 

GTShapeNodes represents some combination of straight lines and curves and 

GTTextNodes some combination of character glyphs. 

A renderer translates the graphical tree representation into pixel values that can be shown 

on the device display. GTRenderer contains an instance of TinyPixbuf, a pixelbuffer onto 

which the current view of the GT is rendered. The width and height of the pixel buffer is 

set by the application developer. The developer can also specify the camera settings of 

the renderer i.e. what part of the graphical view that is currently seen by the camera and 

rendered onto the pixel buffer. Pixel values are represented as 32 bit integer values i.e. 

ARGB values where all color channels and the alpha channel are represented with eight 

bits each. 

The paint operation of each GTNode draws over some area of the integer array. When the 

area overlaps a previously painted area, the new paint partially or completely obscures 

the old. When the paint is not completely opaque, the result is defined by the regular 

alpha blending rules. Nodes in the GT have an implicit Z drawing order and subsequent 

nodes are painted on top of previously painted nodes. 

The rendering process involves several steps: coordinate calculation according to the 

transformation matrices and global transform attributes, filling using the fill rule 

attributes, generation of stroked paths for stroked nodes using the lineThickness attribute 

in GTNode and clipping using the clip attribute of GTRenderer. 

Display and displayable objects are used in the same way as with regular MIDlets. The 

MIDlet class contains an object of the Display class which is the manager of the display 

and input device of the system and all user interface components are contained within a 

displayable object like Canvas or GameCanvas. But using TinyLine 2D the layout is set 

by the arrangement and settings of the GT i.e. there is no need for several drawing 

methods. 

The pixel buffer is fetched from the renderer using the getPixels32() method and drawn 

on the canvas using a single method from the Graphics library, drawRGB(). Changing the 

screen layout involves changing the graphical tree e.g. adding or removing nodes, 

changing settings or scaling, rotating or translating components using matrix 

transformations. 
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6.3.36.3.36.3.36.3.3 Coordinate systems and TransformationsCoordinate systems and TransformationsCoordinate systems and TransformationsCoordinate systems and Transformations    

TinyLine 2D uses two coordinate systems, Device Space and User Space. User Space is 

the logical coordinate system, independent of the resolution of the device display. 

Coordinates in Device Space on the other hand correspond to particular pixels on the 

device display. The origin of device space coordinate system is at the upper left corner 

with the positive direction of the y-axis pointing downward, and the positive direction of 

the x-axis to the right. 

All transformations (e.g. translation, scaling, rotation and skewing) in TinyLine 2D are 

carried out using matrix multiplications. Matrices are represented by objects of the 

TinyMatrix class. To enable affine transformations to be accomplished using matrix 

multiplications, homogeneous coordinates are used for the transformations. TinyMatrices 

are allowed to be expressed as vectors. The matrix form and the corresponding vector 

form are shown in Equation 1. 

A Transformation can be set to any node of the GT and will affect all its children. To 

carry out series of transformations the transformation matrices can be multiplied together 

to produce a single equivalent transformation matrix using the concatenate function in the 

TinyMatrix class. 

[ ]tytxdcba
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Equation 1: A TinyMatrix expressed in matrix and vector form. 

6.3.46.3.46.3.46.3.4 ShapesShapesShapesShapes    

Shapes are represented by GTShapeNodes. The geomentry of a shape is set by assigning 

a path to the shape node. Paths are objects of the TinyPath class. They can be defined by 

a combination of lines and curves or by basic shapes. TinyPath contains functions both 

for generating basic shapes and for defining shapes as a combination of lines and curves. 

6.3.56.3.56.3.56.3.5 Colors and Node AttributesColors and Node AttributesColors and Node AttributesColors and Node Attributes    

Colors are defined by objects of the TinyColor class. There are five types of colors 

available; solid colors, linear gradient colors, radial gradiant colors, bitmap colors and 

pattern colors. Gradient colors consist of smooth color transitions along a vector from one 

color to another. Bitmap and pattern colors are both defined by a bitmap that is read into 

the application. The only difference is that pattern colors can be tiled. The color depth is 

32 bits including an 8 bit alpha channel. 
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TinyColors are used to set the fill and stroke color of shapes and texts. Functions for 

defining these attributes are provided in GTNode. There is a special color value referred 

to as TinyColor.NONE that is used when no fill or stroke is desired. 

The GTNode class also embodies stroke attributes used for defining how outlines of 

paths and texts are drawn, e.g. pen width, measured perpendicularly to the pen trajectory, 

line cap style, line end style and dash style.  

6.3.66.3.66.3.66.3.6 Text and FontsText and FontsText and FontsText and Fonts    

Objects of the GTTextNode class are used to add text to the GT. Textual contents are 

defined as character arrays and set to the text nodes. A text node works in the same way 

as a shape node and any type of transformation can be applied to it. 

There are no default fonts provided by the API. Therefore, to use texts the developer has 

to define a font class including a getFont() function that returns an instance of TinyFont. 

A TinyFont consists of a collection of TinyGlyphs together with the information 

necessary to use those glyphs. This information has to be specified by the developer. The 

class provides the information necessary to map characters to glyphs, to determine the 

size of glyph areas and to position the glyph area. An example of how to create a font 

class is provided in Appendix 1. The font in the example only includes the characters 0-9.  

6.46.46.46.4 System Structure DesignSystem Structure DesignSystem Structure DesignSystem Structure Design    

The class diagram in Figure 10 gives an overview of how TinyLine 2D will be integrated 

with the framework. As in Figure 8 only the core functionality of GG Mobile Media 

Engine is included in the figure. Variables and methods are also left out of the diagram. 

But the integration will require modifying several existing methods and variables and 

adding new ones. 
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Figure 10: Class Diagram displaying the core functionality of GG Mobile Media Engine integrated with TinyLine 2D. 

As described above, a renderer is needed to translate the vector graphics description to 

pixel values that can be displayed on the device display. A render class is included in the 

framework that extends the GTRenderer class. An object of the renderer and a root node 

of the GT are added to GekkoMIDlet. An object of GTCompositeNode is added to 

ContentContainer and SplashScreen these are parent nodes used to group together all 

graphics that is to be displayed on the screen. When the Splash screen is shown its node 

is added to the root node of the GT in the MIDlet class. When the application is loaded 

the node is removed and the parent node of ContentContainer is added. ContentPanel also 

includes a parent node for its graphical content. This node is added to the tree structure of 

the game canvas when the panel is set to the current panel. The relationships are shown in 

the figure. 

The ImageConsumer interface is implemented in all canvases. The renderer has a 

reference to the current ImageConsumer (ContentContainer or SplashScreen) which is set 

when the current displayable object of the display is set. By calling a method in renderer 
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information of the clipping rectangle is sent as input arguments to the interface method of 

the current ImageConsumer, which uses the information to repaint the relevant part of the 

canvas. 

Instead of using several draw functions to set the screen layout, graphics now have to be 

described as shapes and path, which have to be represented by nodes and organized in a 

tree structure. All draw functions included in the library have to be rewritten. Instead of 

drawing the graphical component on the canvas they have to create and return a tree 

structure representing the graphical component. These tree structures can then be added 

to the GT, at the desired position. Figure 11 illustrates what the GT might look like at one 

point of the application runtime. The name and type of each node are indicated in the 

figure. 

 

Figure 11: Graphics Tree. 

6.56.56.56.5 BatikBatikBatikBatik’s TTF2SV’s TTF2SV’s TTF2SV’s TTF2SVG G G G FontFontFontFont File File File File Converter Converter Converter Converter    

Batik SVG toolkit includes a converter TTF2SVG that converts TrueType Font (TTF) 

files into SVG files. The toolkit is free to download
1
 and was used for font file 

conversion in this project. The converter runs from the Command Prompt.  

SVG font files contain all information necessary to implement a TinyLine 2D font class. 

The required information can be copied from the SVG file to the font class by opening 

the SVG file in a text editor (e.g. Notepad). Outline, code and width have to be specified 

for every characters and the attributes horizAdvX, unitsPerEm, ascent, descent and 

baseline for every font. Glyphs outlines are the d attributes in the SVG file, glyph codes 

are the unicode attributes and widths the horiz-adv-x attribute. In this project AJC Grep 

                                                 

1
 http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/download.cgi 
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was used to extract the information needed. See Appendix 1 for an example of font 

classes. 

Developers have to beware of copyright issues when using TTF Fonts. But there are 

plenty of free fonts to download on the internet.  
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7777 DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion    

In this section the results of this project are presented and discussed in relation to the aim 

of the investigation. Advantages and restrictions of the result are discussed and 

recommendations for future work introduced. 

7.17.17.17.1 ResultsResultsResultsResults    

In the problem description in section 1.3 features that were desirable to add to the 

framework and areas within which improvements could be made were presented. What 

has been achieved within these areas is presented below. The results are analyzed and the 

advantages and restrictions discussed. 

Using the TinyLine 2D API the size of the graphical components of a GUI can be 

specified in user space, a logical coordinate system independent of the resolution of the 

output device. The coordinates can then be transformed to device space, which is a 

device-dependent coordinate system that varies according to the target device. This 

feature simplifies the adaptation of GUIs to the screen size and aspect ratio of the current 

device i.e. adding vector graphics to GG Mobile Media Engine has simplified the process 

of adjusting GUIs to varying screen resolutions.  

The TinyLine 2D API does not include an SVGT viewer. This means that it does not 

support vector graphics images. It would have been desirable to be able to read in SVGT 

images to the applications and to be able to scale these to the target screen resolution. But 

raster images are still supported with the two mandated formats being PNG and JPEG. 

The API comes with more graphical primitives than provided by the MIDP graphical 

library and SVGT also offers full support for Bezier type curves, with only the elliptical 

arc commands not available. The class TinyPath provided in TinyLine 2D has also 

considerably simplified the process of defining your own shapes. To sum up the 

implementation has rendered the possibility of making more complex graphical 

components. But the memory issue when using several images and the inability to scale 

images e.g. icons remain. 

The vector graphics integration resulted in a significant improvement within the area of 

texts and fonts. Developers now have the possibility to define their own fonts and 

theoretically any number of fonts can be added. Even more important is the ability to 

control font sizes and to scale text to any size. A further improvement is that any 

transformations can be applied to texts e.g. rotations. It is also possible to render only the 

outline of fonts or to use different colors for border and filling. 
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But there are also restrictions within this area. There is no default font available which 

means that the developer needs to define at least one font class. But adding a default font 

class to the framework package will solve this problem. The copyright of fonts also has to 

be considered when defining new fonts. But since there are lots of free fonts available on 

the internet this should not be a problem.  

The greatest restriction using font classes is the memory capacity. A font class including 

all characters takes up pretty much memory. But to save memory the developer can 

define only the required characters. E.g. if a font is used only for one heading, the 

developer can choose to define only the glyphs of the characters included in the heading 

and in that way save a lot of memory.  

There are no animation features included in TinyLine 2D and no considerable 

improvements have been made within this area. But the way the graphics is built up, the 

matrix transformation features and the ability to render more complex shapes forms a 

good foundation for implementing support for simple animations. With the extended path 

capabilities more graphical components can be drawn within the application instead of 

read in as images. This can saves some memory also when it comes to animations. 

Anti aliased rendering is provided by the GTRenderer in the TinyLine 2D API and is now 

supported by the framework. 

Finally support for gradient colors is provided by TinyLine. TinyLine provides more 

advanced functionality for fading color and the result looks more pleasing than with the 

implementation earlier included in the framework. 

7.27.27.27.2 ConclusiConclusiConclusiConclusionsonsonsons    

More knowledge about the area of vector graphics and how the technique can be applied 

to mobile phones was achieved through this study. An appropriate API for 

implementation of vector graphics capabilities in GG Mobile Media Engine was found. A 

system structure was designed and the implementation was successfully accomplished 

according to the prepared design. With that the objective to add vector graphics 

capabilities to the mobile framework is fulfilled. 

On the basis of the results presented in the previous section, the conclusion can be drawn 

that adding vector graphics to the framework has rendered the possibility of building 

more graphically heavy and advanced applications upon it. 

This project can be seen as a first step in a transition to using vector graphics in 

combination with GG Mobile Media Engine, but further work has to be done. The 

implementation is not perfect or ideal and more extensive testing has to be done to fully 

investigate problems and restrictions of the result. 
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There was not enough time to build any realistic applications upon the extended version 

of the framework. It would be relevant to further investigate how much memory 

applications build upon it would take up and to test applications built upon it on a wider 

range of phones to see how well it works in reality. 

To sum up the addition of vector graphics to GG Mobile Media Engine has enabled 

building more graphically heavy and advanced applications upon it. But the question, if 

these applications still are runable on the target phones, partly remains unrequited. 

Further testing has to be done to fully answer this question. But even if the vector 

graphics applications would take up to much memory or be to memory consuming for 

low memory capacity phones which are within the range of target phones today, the 

investigation might be of interest for the future as memory capacity of mobile phones 

increase. 

7.37.37.37.3 Future WorkFuture WorkFuture WorkFuture Work    

To further extent the capabilities of the framework it would be desirable to add an SVGT 

viewer to the framework. This would render the possibility of reading in SVGT image 

files to the framework. The TinyLine SVG API includes an SVGT viewer i.e. using this 

API instead of TinyLine 2D would fulfill this objective. Further investigating TinyLine 

SVG and how to use this with the framework would therefore be an interesting 

investigation for future work. 

Using TinyLine SVG, SVGT images can be edited and scaled from the applications. 

Adding this feature to the framework would be a significant improvement of its graphical 

capabilities. Using TinyLine SVG would also enable font files to be read in to the 

applications i.e. the developers would not have to define font classes. Another advantage 

of TinyLine SVG is the animation features added to this API. But TinyLine SVG takes 

up more memory than TinyLine 2D and might result in other problems not known at 

present. 
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix 1: TinyLine 2D 1.9 Font Class 1: TinyLine 2D 1.9 Font Class 1: TinyLine 2D 1.9 Font Class 1: TinyLine 2D 1.9 Font Class    

 class MyFont { 

 

  /* Glyph outlines. */ 

  static char[][] GLYPH_PATHDATA = { 

   null, 

 

"M509 358Q509 533 452 631T279 729Q164 729 105 631Q48 533 48 

358Q48 183 105 86Q162 -12 278 -12Q393 -12 452 86Q509 183 

509 358ZM417 358Q417 217 384 135Q351 54 279 54Q206 54 173 

136Q140 217 140 358Q140 499 173 582Q206 663 278 663Q351 663 

384 581Q417 500 417 358Z".toCharArray(), //0 

 

"M452 0V33L351 63V716H259Q223 678 184 645T104 579V518Q126 

533 147 544T188 567T227 593T263 628V63L155 

33V0H452Z".toCharArray(), //1 

 

"M492 0V184H443L413 69H117L265 211Q334 277 377 327T441 

411Q482 476 482 541Q482 627 425 678Q369 729 275 729Q169 729 

114 672Q58 616 55 512H117Q117 538 131 564T169 612T219 

646T272 660Q322 660 357 625Q390 590 390 537Q390 490 361 

440Q347 415 307 368T197 252L49 107V0H492Z".toCharArray(), 

//2 

 

"M493 189Q493 261 452 310Q411 358 338 364Q411 374 449 

423Q486 470 486 535Q486 625 431 677Q374 729 280 729Q183 729 

121 673Q60 618 60 526H122Q122 548 130 571T157 615T204 

648T271 661Q329 661 364 626Q397 591 397 534Q397 467 355 

433Q315 399 241 399V332Q319 332 362 295Q404 257 404 189Q404 

133 364 96Q324 58 269 58Q237 58 210 69T161 99T128 145T116 

200H53Q53 97 111 42Q168 -12 276 -12Q375 -12 434 43Q493 99 

493 189Z".toCharArray(), //3 

 

"M514 191V226L414 256V716H308L28 288V191H333V63L223 

33V0H505V33L414 63V191H514ZM333 256H90L333 

638V256Z".toCharArray(), //4 

 

"M506 229Q506 334 452 396Q398 457 305 457Q255 457 215 

435T157 368L170 646L477 676V716H90L76 294H161Q175 339 211 

365Q245 390 291 390Q351 390 386 345Q419 300 419 223Q419 146 

384 100Q349 56 285 56Q256 56 227 66T175 95T136 137T121 

190H72Q72 96 129 42Q184 -12 282 -12Q387 -12 447 52Q506 117 

506 229Z".toCharArray(), //5 

 

"M503 225Q503 331 451 393Q400 455 311 455Q247 455 190 

409Q165 389 142 338Q147 490 179 571Q217 663 307 663Q333 663 

357 654T401 628T432 590T445 546H492Q490 633 440 681Q392 729 

309 729Q181 729 120 632Q58 535 58 342Q58 152 118 70Q176 -12 

288 -12Q385 -12 444 53T503 225ZM417 226Q417 150 381 101Q346 

53 289 53Q221 53 181 116Q174 127 163 154Q156 192 156 

224Q156 279 176 315Q216 388 292 388Q351 388 384 344T417 

226Z".toCharArray(), //6 

 

"M514 644V716H56V520H107L137 645H433Q386 550 350 473T288 

334T232 190T166 0H260Q290 97 317 176T370 318Q394 381 430 

461T514 644Z".toCharArray(), //7 
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"M499 195Q499 265 460 312Q423 358 347 370Q421 386 457 

431Q491 474 491 538Q491 628 434 679Q376 729 278 729Q182 729 

124 676Q67 623 67 533Q67 476 98 432Q130 388 207 369Q137 357 

97 311T57 192Q57 95 116 41Q175 -12 278 -12Q382 -12 440 

43Q499 99 499 195ZM406 537Q406 477 370 438Q335 399 281 

399Q225 399 187 437Q151 474 151 534Q151 593 186 630Q220 666 

279 666Q338 666 372 632T406 537ZM411 199Q411 130 375 91Q339 

53 275 53Q214 53 180 93Q145 134 145 200Q145 265 182 302Q220 

340 281 340Q341 340 376 301Q411 263 411 

199Z".toCharArray(), //8 

 

"M499 375Q499 564 439 647Q381 729 269 729Q171 729 112 

664Q54 600 54 492Q54 387 105 324T245 261Q310 261 366 

306Q389 325 415 380Q412 227 378 146Q340 54 252 54Q225 54 

202 63T161 88T133 125T121 171H64Q67 83 116 36Q165 -12 247 -

12Q374 -12 437 85Q499 182 499 375ZM400 495Q400 438 379 

401Q339 328 265 328Q206 328 173 373Q141 419 141 494Q141 568 

177 616Q212 663 270 663Q336 663 375 599Q379 592 384 582T394 

558Q400 523 400 495Z".toCharArray() //9 

  }; 

  /* Glyph codes. */ 

  static int [] GLYPH_UNICODE = { 

   ' ', 

   '0', 

   '1', 

   '2', 

   '3', 

   '4', 

   '5', 

   '6', 

   '7', 

   '8', 

   '9' 

 

  }; 

  /* Glyph widths. */ 

  static int [] GLYPH_WIDTH = { 

   278, 

   556, //0 

   556, //1 

   556, //2 

   556, //3 

   556, //4 

   556, //5 

   556, //6 

   556, //7 

   556, //8 

   556, //9 

  }; 

 

  private static TinyFont font; 

 

  public static TinyFont getFont() { 

   if(font != null) return font; 

 

   /* Create TinyFont object. */ 

   font = new TinyFont(); 

   font.glyphs = new Hashtable(); 

   font.horizAdvX = 476; 

   font.fontFamily = "MyFont"; 

   font.unitsPerEm = 1000; 

   font.ascent = 973; 
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   font.descent = -200; 

   font.baseline = 0; 

 

/* Read glyph data and fill glyph table. */ 

   for(int i = 1; i < GLYPH_PATHDATA.length; i++) { 

 

    /* Create one glyph. */ 

    TinyGlyph  glyph = new TinyGlyph(); 

    glyph.unicode = GLYPH_UNICODE[i]; 

    glyph.horizAdvX = GLYPH_WIDTH[i]; 

 

    try { 

glyph.path = 

TinyPathParser.getParser().createShape(GLYPH_P

ATHDATA[i], GLYPH_PATHDATA[i].length,true); 

    } catch(Exception e ) {} 

font.glyphs.put(new Integer(glyph.unicode),glyph); 

   } 

 

   /* Add the font to the font table. */ 

   TinyFont.addFont(font); 

   return font; 

  } 

} 


